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EMBUN MENANG SDN. BHD

EMBUN MENANG SDN. BHD
COMPANY NO.1149957-T

HOT TAPPING
Hot Tapping is a process of making a new connection
point on an under pressured pipeline 
without shutdown or disruption of the �ow.
Hot Tapping Service Provider 
ranging from 100mmØ  ~ 1400mmØ pipe 

Suitable for all MS Pipe and others

EMBUN MENANG SDN. BHD. 
Lot 1099, Jalan Reko, 43000 
Bangi, Selangor D.E
MALAYSIA
Tel  : +603 8920 8682
Fax : +603 8922 9682

MASRI
+6019 261 2171

ARIFF
+6013 977 2726

RAHMAN
+6019 368 7468

info@embunmenang.my
www.embunmenang.my

EMBUN MENANG SDN. BHD. opened since 2015  became 
Hot Tapping and Line Stopping Company Specialist. 
We can deliver the Best service that 
can ensure customers satisfaction.

LINE STOPPING
Line Stopping is a process of temporary
stoppinga section of the pipeline with 
a by-pass for a continuous �ow in order
 to do relocation and maintainance works 
without disrupting the water �ow.

Line Stop Service Provider 
from 100mmØ ~1400mmØ pipe 

Suitable for all MS pipe and others
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LINE STOPPING

Hot Tapping is a process of making a new 
connection point on an under pressured pipeline 
without shutdown or disruption of the �ow.
Hot Tapping Service Provider 
ranging from 100mmØ  ~ 1400mmØ pipe 
Suitable for all MS Pipe and others

Typical hot tap procedure involves a �tting 
designed tocontain system pressure, a valve to
control thenew connectionand a hot tap 
drilling machine.

Install �tting and valve on existing pipeline
Basic Procedure

Install hot tap machine
Perform hot tap through the open valve
(special device retains the ‘coupon’
removed during the operation)
Cutter assembly retracted
Hot tap valve closed
Hot tap machine removed to allow
connection to new pipe

Line stopping is a special procedure that temporarily
stop within an operating pipeline. The technique can
be used to isolate piping systems for repair, 
alteration or relocation. 

Install line stop �tting and hot tap pipe
(see basic Hot Tap procedure)

Basic Procedure

Line stop equipment is installed on the
temporary tapping valve 
and the valve is opened

Line stop equipment is installed on the
temporary tapping valve 
and the valve is opened

Line stop head is removed from the
pipe via the hot tap connection
Close the gate valve to install 
Completion Plug machine

Valve is opened, completion plug is
installed in the branch of the line stop
�tting and locked in position
Completion plug pushed down completion 
plate to stop the water �ow
Blind �ange is installed on the line stop
�tting

Temporary seal is achieved and
pipeline �ow is stopped
Blank �ange is performed

Line stop head enters the pipeline
through the hot tap connection

Line Stop Service Provider 
from 100mmØ ~1400mmØ pipe 
Suitable for all MS pipe and others

LINE STOPPING

HOT TAPPING
BASIC PROCESS

BASIC PROCESS


